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"Those who contemplate
the beauty of the earth
find reserves of strength
that will endure as long as life lasts."
~ Rachel Carson

Carole Glasser Langille
This Naked Morning
“Miracles are not contrary to nature, but only contrary to what we
know about nature.” — From “The Confessions” by St. Augustine

In the depth of this quiet,
stillness ricochets and splits
the breath as if air
were water, silence tremulous
and buoyant, my skin stinging,
the earth breathing in the wave of a glossy light
that rolls and spins and catches
in the spiny weeds.
What’s holy can be heard
from every source. And the blade of that voice
disentangles me.
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Vera Salter
Disbelief
Sisters, we were inoculated against belief at an early age,
our lack of religion handed down by our father
who observed Yom Kippur in solitude at the British Museum.
As surely as Catholics learn catechism
and orthodox Jews their ritual
we inherited our father’s lack of belief.
On the outskirts of religion throughout our lives
I opted out of scripture class with its postcards of Jesus,
my sister fiercely debated the existence of God.
I attended segregated morning prayers for Jewish
girls who wanted no part of Christianity
even as I wanted no part of them.
She cooked in a circle of Jews for Jesus
on the Mount of Olives enjoying their company,
but not intending to adopt their belief.
I left my meditation community
because of the photograph of the
abusive alcoholic guru over the shrine.
Disbelievers, we remain un-templed
and un-churched, nurtured by our father
in the skeptical soil of England.
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Joanne Jackson Yelenik
Sanctuary
Everyone needs a safe place, M. says.
She’s referring to my granddaughter
intently studying in gender separate classes
at Tel Aviv University. I’m looking at a
sandy fawn moth, the texture and size of a
folded over eyelid huddled on my closet door,
masquerading as wood, enjoying rest from
flight. I tiptoe past, not rustling a sheaf
of papers I carry to my study. Outside
a neighbor’s child negotiates the garden
space with a tomcat while a calico kitten I’ve been
feeding milk makes her escape beyond perennials
and shimmering reeds. Mynahs sing to define their
territory. I pour well-steeped Earl Grey tea
into my mother’s Royal Dalton heirloom cup
contemplate my lecture on Achilles, another on
Penelope welcoming back Odysseus.
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George Moore
The Khyber Pass
A pale driver sings to the static radio
as the bus spins around another hairpin turn
and above the precipice we dance
on the edge of the Hindu Kush
like goats of the sacred Kalasha
traveling familiar terrain
and the gods glued to his dayglow dash
help him grind his gears in tune
and nothing can stop us
but a giant stone blocking the narrow road
And for stale hours we absorb the heat
waiting for the gods to release us
their picks and shovels in sandaled feet
together pushing the stone off into the valley
and we stand and stare into that distant zone
of the unknown gods below
and listen to crash and crescendo
hungry for silence to close back in
and off we go women and goats
and chickens asleep in huddles
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and the children dozing into
the darkness of robes
as the echo crashes through my head
and the ancient laws of leverage and weight
are weighed against the golden silence
as we roll on down to Peshawar
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Ellen Sazzman
Woman At Jerusalem’s Western Wall
My forehead pushes against limestone.
Bared blocks push back.
Thickest parts of skull and wall,
polished flint striking flint
burnished from hard rubbing
or an ecumenical battering.
The touch is cold, but afternoon sun warms
exposed rock and my cloaked shoulders,
moon fields half-lit, half-dark.
Frenzied worshippers chant,
dance in circles.
A babble of languages and steps.
Vibrations quake ground and air.
They pulse through us,
through the Old City’s quarters.
No telling where one ends
and another begins.
My mind moves in ways
my lips dare not.
Abraham Moses Jesus Mohammed
crushed together, embracing,
spinning at a frequency
to message the heavens.
Pulled by the stars, bodies accelerate,
levitate: doves hover, disappear,
shedding blessings across time.
Seconds pass, maybe centuries
before we wash each other’s feet.
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Helen Bar-Lev
Lighter
One God
two zuzim
four questions
six days of creation
seven for Shabbat
eight for Hannukah
ten commandments
twelve tribes
eighteen for life
twenty-two letters of the alphabet
forty years in the desert
forty-eight, a nation
seventy-two the Sanhedrin
one-hundred-and-twenty years to live
six-hundred and thirteen mitzvot
the six million of the holocaust
To my right the angel of life
to my left the angel of death
in front of me light
in back of me healing
looking down, a woman of valour
I am tired angels
I am not wise
my tongue is stuck to my palette
and my right hand no longer creates,
the dove of peace has disappeared
Each day I am lighter
lighter and filled with light
I see the light
I am the light
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Doris Ferleger
Crusts of Our Afflictions
We agree to meet on the footbridge
after you’ve run and sweated for miles.
You place on your head
the sky-blue kipa I’ve stolen
from synagogue this morning
and the two of us tear,
into uneven bits,
the ritual bread I’ve brought,
toss into the creek the crusts
of our afflictions,
a year’s worth
of what some call sins.
Creek waters course, carry
our regrets downstream
over sticks and stones.
(I used to worry as a child
the fish might eat my sins
and die.)
We recite the prayer of penance
we each know, heart by heart,
year by year. This year you close
your amber eyes for a long time,
then look intently into mine—your deepest way
of speaking
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sorrow for the slight
dent in the hood
over the stove that doesn’t look like much—
doesn’t resemble a history—
except sometimes
when the night winds blow terribly,
and moonlight leaks between roof planks,
and a thousand crickets call—
I imagine we live in a ruined house.
Afraid I have said or done one too many
mother things
that have dented your heart.
As a child you used to sing:
Sticks and stones
may break my bones, but words
will always hurt me.
Today, on the footbridge
on the first day of the Jewish New Year,
you say, September
is a grieving month,
and I say perhaps it is
grief that causes all discord—
grief left ungrieved—
or is it a fear
of weeping—
or a shame
of needing
to know we are loved?
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Jessica de Koninck
Counting
the Omer, the days between
Passover and Shavuot
between physical redemption
and spiritual redemption
the days until my birthday
the days between my birthday
and what would have been
my wedding anniversary
the days spent in quarantine
the days until the quarantine ends
the number of confirmed cases
the number of dead
Seder means order
not meal
not feast
the order of the service
the washing of hands
drinking of wine
the order in which people I knew died
the breaking of the middle matzah
their names
telling the story of the Exodus
their underlying conditions
spilling the wine
how long we have been
the washing of hands
singing of songs
apart
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Caryn Mirriam-Goldberg
The Sound of the Big Thompson
Think of it as a heartbeat multiplied
by millions of breaths and stones,
across the green basin that falls always
toward the low, sweet ground
because of gravity, because of light.
Think of it as the night birth calls of the valley's elk,
the pebbles flung on shore, the top of a mountain,
the unremembered in any square inch of earth.
Think of it as the yellow of wallflower, the race
of the squirrel up the tree, the slow lifting of
the deer's eyes to watch the airplane pass, the blue
of the bluebird so blue against the white stone
that it hurts to see and you don’t know why.
Think of it as what speed and ice are necessary
to break apart what’s ready or not to be broken,
the water made of long-dissolved bones
of what only the 400-year-old Ponderosa saw die,
the clanging sirens of coyotes at that tree’s birth,
the sharp diving whistle of a hummingbird dying for love
or the kill, the racing storm that panoramas into
heat caught in a river of autumn starlings.
Think of it as the oldest voice these mountains ever had.
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Robert Eugene Perry
Snow Drifts
Snow drifts across the frozen lake
thoughts shift forward and back
remembering, hoping, dreaming.
The sun pops out a moment
slips back under cover
wind sighs through the boughs
carry on, carry on
like a mantra it moves me.
The rhythm of my breath a song
gently lilting under heavy skies
bright sun reflected on cold ice
a golden path to the open water.
What lies beneath the frozen crust
circling in the icy depths
life continues unabated
despite empty appearances.
A single goose calls in the distance
no answer but its echo
January rules supreme
its frigid fingers grip the day –
yet somehow hope is born in me
despite the outward gloom
from some secluded room
it has found a way.
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Robert Eugene Perry
The Divine Third
Along the pathway towards Home
there you are, and here am I
but what is that gust of air between us
unseen, but deeply moving?
Just outside my periphery I spy it
like a bright aura around your shadow
living, moving, and having being
animated by our connection.
Wherever two or more are gathered
under the yew tree or in the city
along the riverbank and in the tenements
every conversation is a testament
revealing the power of the Word.
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Tony Robles
The People Who Made You
Some were as absurd
as a Saturday morning
cartoon
Some exist
as clouds of
shapes and
contortions
they all had a
hand in molding
you
some used the
back of the hand,
some the palm
The nice and the cruel
and those who said the
right thing at the wrong
time and the wrong thing
at the right time
The one's that tried to
break you made you
strong
so they served
a purpose
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and the one's that
loved you, the one's
who pulled for you
no matter what
are old now
and you speak to
them and they speak
to you as if you were
still that kid on the
Merry-go-round
Saying: I love you...
i'm praying for you
God bless you
and with their words
still in your ears, you
look into the mirror the
next day and think,
when was the last
time you prayed
for somebody?
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Debra David
Cosmology
Saturday mornings, before a ten-thirty shabbes service for kids,
my mother took us first for an hour’s visit to the science museum.
Tumbling past the main doors as they were unlocked for the day,
we could see a huge globe exhibited at the end of a dim hall.
Earth hung suspended under spotlights
that illuminated its blue oceans and undulating continents.
A semicircle of black walls framed the model planet
and a quarter-height wall in front obscured a void below it.
Not once did I stand on tiptoe to peer over the wall into that inky void.
I would skirt around it to get to counters in a back room
where guides in cotton vests prodded native reptiles from their lethargy
and let us touch bumps on a turtle’s shell.
I dared to hold a garter snake in my hand.
The hour up, Mum marched us across the street to catch a bus
for the ride to Junior Congregation and its praise songs about creation.
I remember those long-ago mornings when I sit with friends
around a fire pit after a lazy summer’s day
and watch sparks fly upward into the star-dotted sky.
It’s easy to trace Orion’s belt and the Big Dipper’s bowl
and to invoke the ancients who named the constellations.
But when talk turns to life on other worlds
and to messages encoded in light from distant galaxies,
I press my hands against my ears with the reflex of a child
to shut out the sound.
I still skirt the void
and – curling my toes – dig instead for a foothold in the sand,
pinned securely to Earth by gravity with all the creatures scrabbling here.
Mizmor
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Matthew Andrews
Standiford Park
The men, nowhere to go, set up tents
at the fence line, under the shade of oak
trees and the Orthodox church standing
on the other side of the ivy-covered barrier.
They pass cigarettes, jostle for space,
load and unload gear from bikes,
but they are quiet when the chanting
begins, and even though none speak Greek,
they feel the words of the incantation
move like brushfire in their bones
and watch them dance in swirling currents
as they rise into the sky like smoke.
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Kathleen McCoy
The Blue Between
I refuse to dream about sludge
in the bottom of the pail, blackened
peels of bananas, spurned crisp crusts,
spiders scampering over scrubbed slate,
the screech of chalkboard-skimming
nails, the relentless march of ants
across the desk where poetry sprouts, but
I will consider the echo of my voice,
the scuttle and drag of your motorbike,
the rain-slicked road, the cement pillar,
the calm set of your silent lips,
the black hole that snatched our feet
the day your breathing ended.
I refuse to stop, to focus wholly
on the bottom of the pail, the black
hole in the cosmos, to forget
how the starlings sang in the rain,
their plumage slick and peacock-blue
and how, when the sun peaked, they gathered
in a span of rolling blackness morphing
from shape to shape, shifting mid-flight
in unpredictable choreography, bound by some
radar we don't receive until we see, through all
that blackness, the blue between.
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Pamela Gemme
Ode to Pelios
Bless the wind, breathe in the firmament,
Bless moss glossed rocks sheepish green
your warm ask, let us feel the conveyance,
Bless the water, pray the swan rouses pulsing,
cry, not superfluous my poor protest
will trickle down the river trilling
Beloved, do not tender silence, tender our revolution
to give rise like frost when it slips silver at dawn
feast in me, as if I were wilderness laden without hesitation
with all your might, I exclaim, Angel, cast that light,
steal shimmer from stars to embed in my soul,
steep exquisite mystery within me all night,
Leave scars on me.
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Yehoshua November
Summer Again
Once more, mornings
and afternoons—
the hours between the kids’
drop off and pickup at camp—
spent in an airy library not my own.
A tree’s dark leaves, the sky,
reflect in a pool that’s gathered
on a ledge outside the window.
This year or last,
or the one before,
I reached the age
when time begins to glide.
Hours, afternoons, years. Summer opens, it is the fast
of the Seventeenth of Tammuz,
then the tragic Ninth of Av.
Fall semester begins,
Rosh Hashana, Yom Kippur, Sukkos, Purim, Passover.
Wind ripples the pool of water.
One thing moving in another—
like a single Jew inside history,
a mouse in a wheel,
a soul inside a body.
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Yehoshua November
Poetry Readings
The one in the long narrow synagogue
beneath the elevated subway line. Oncoming trains
screeching over final stanzas. Poems
paused and resumed
as though first being written.

At an outdoor festival,
sandwiched
between bands:
Long haired young men
thundering power chords,
then my thin voice echoing off the pine trees
at the edge of the fairground,
the audience’s confused faces.
Shirtless main attraction tuning up
in the middle of a sonnet
on shyness.

Also, the reading in the inner-city library’s
poorly lit basement.
Seven African-American men and women
listening to a Chassidic Jew
recite lines about the Ein Sof
and life’s great disappointments.
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Cindy Prater
Gravel Stone
Laura’s death on her bike thrust mortality at us like a gravel stone
hitting a windshield on the rez. She was thirteen.
I still feel guilt—as if staying longer in the shade or riding with her
halfway to Antelope housing would have kept her safe. I didn’t go
to her wake.
I could not have endured her keening unci’s fingering their rosary
beads between wails, or see her black lashes resting on waxy cheeks;
for eternity.
Summer can end forever with a careless swerve. This was our epiphany. Crucifixion, by piercing shards, left us silent; silent and scarred.
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Jacqueline Jules
Invoking Shechinah
Visualize a silver light,
stroking your shoulders,
kissing your eyelids,
softly swirling
behind your neck
All around you
Shechinah
Shimmering, pulsing,
beating like wings
Imagine angels
Four of them
Michael on your right side,
arm holding your waist
Gabriel on your left side
whispering, “You can.”
Uriel in front
finger pointing at the path
Raphael in back,
chanting the prayer of Moses
pleading for his sister Miriam,
“Please heal her. Heal her now.”
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Baruch November
What Lives in Ruins
How the sky could turn
beautiful over our shabby
coal town but only when
I stared out at it instead
of listening to our rabbi’s
angry Torah which
should have been
beautiful, too.
He taught us demons
gather in the framework
of fallen buildings, never
mentioning the ones
who lived in his chest
who smiled when he smiled
when one of us tripped
another, and the rabbi
found the guilty party
sobbing hot tears
in the broom closet
breathing in the dust
all little lives
cannot help
but leave
behind.
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Jeff Santosuosso
Sunday
Glint of the crypt corners,
glare of the headstones,
as sunshine pours in.
Warm grasses, cool shade,
paths of peacefulness greet footsteps there.
Tears slip down petals
toward the daisy’s golden stigma.
Sighs and exhalations
as heartbreaks are left graveside.
Glorious autumn
knows no lifetime,
just the path of the Earth.
Bodies here have given all.
As nature takes a breath,
spirits of the living and the dead
take a minute, look up,
soak in the skies,
bask in the sunlight.
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Elinor Ann Walker
Ask for the Old Paths
“. . . ask for the old paths, where is the good way, and walk therein . . .”
—Jeremiah 6:16, King James Version

You’ll find Old Path Holiness, the church, that is,
near Paint Rock, AL, along a two-lane highway-speed trapworship corridor infamous for raising hands,
healing, speaking in tongues, even snake handling,
all marks of holiness in a Pentecostal,
or maybe Primitive Baptist sense,
ecstatic, out of body, out of stasis,
back to something or stuck somewhere,
depending on how you define
a sentence or two about taking up serpents,
or holding fast to that which is good.
It’s a country church, all corrugated steel, no steeple,
no stained-glass windows or windows at all,
a sleek paradox where acoustics might ring
out its name in all caps, just like it is on the sign.
OLD PATH comes from Jeremiah 6, I imagine—
maybe the King James version: ask for the old paths,
where is the good way, and walk therein . . .
and it does imply the straight and narrow,
the literal, as if it might be simple to cleave
to something as sinuous as language and get at the truth.
And it’s true that not much is more literal than a snake,
especially in the back yard after dark,
the dogs circling and barking.
That's when I turned an old washtub over one
before I could see its markings.
It sent itself against the tub’s metal walls
Mizmor 26
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in serpentine agitation,
sounding venomous for sure.
And for a moment it could have been
until I lifted the rim with a stick and stepped back.
The kitchen flashlight (the big one)
turned everything silver and gleaming
and made the tub round like a moon
that beamed over a king snake
(good to have around any building’s foundation),
black and gold, coiled, for a moment very still,
eyeing me, then lengthening, then gone.
Freed, the snake was just a snake
loving that dark, uncertain way,
losing its shape to a whisper in the grass,
to a wrinkle in the night dew,
a sign, if I’ve ever seen one,
that the literal translates to the figurative
better than the other way around.
I still drive by Old Path Holiness on my way
home across state lines, where what’s holy
slows down with everything else,
where the other signs say mostly “For Sale
or Lease” and the only way to read them
is in that literal way of emptiness
and I think about statements of faith
and snakes and all the ways to disappear
as the two-lane roads unspool toward sunset.
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Roberta Tovey
In Medias Res (Rosh Hashana, 5781)
Not in the quietus of winter,
not in the hesitation of spring,
but now, in the midst of the action–
yellow gourds swelling on the vine,
apples rich on bending branches,
or heaped in baskets at fruit stands–
now, as nature races to fruition,
we stand still and mark our own.
We assess our produce
and our sins.
We calculate our yields
and our acts of kindness.
We measure our harvest
and our souls.
Not in the dark sightless night,
not in the misty, rose-suffused morning,
but now, in the cool, clear afternoon of the year,
by painter’s light,
we stop, suspended, and look back at our hours.
Did they pull us
along in their wake?
Did we try to bind them
to servitude?
Did we chase them
as they flew before us?
Did we notice them?
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Laura Budofsky Wisniewski
Suddenly While Gardening
Because a hummingbird perches
on a high branch of the alder,
because I raise my eyes
from the ground of my obsessions
to see her linger,
because of her,
I bring my hands together.
Between my palms, there forms a dark cave of prayer.
Between my lips, there slips a faint breath of flight.
Because a green tinged feather causes the world
with its fools’ winds
with its flawed light
with its thrust, its wings,
because of this,
the hibiscus opens red,
the petals like palms parting,
like the lips of the world parting.
Because a teardrop of nectar causes
the eye of the flower to open,
with its trembling stamen, its stigma
with its muteness, its rubies,
with its deep mine
because of it,
I begin
to bear
the coming
darkness.
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Robert Vivian
Sob Artist—Take 8
Nothing to be said anymore, all the words are burning, and the only
way to put them out is with a sob so here is an overwhelming sob all
spacious and quaking forth as any personal supernova of foaming at
the mouth, the sob wells up inside of me like the sea, like Lake
Michigan at record heights and the world needs a sob, a seismic,
shaking sob like an orgasm of grief that rocks us to our toes, the sob
must be complete and total, over the top even, it must take over the
earth, the sob must be brave and foolish to grieve in public on its
knees and in private next to the kitchen sink, let the sob permeate all
objects and surfaces, let it be in every droplet of Covid-19, let the sob
run America for once, let it weep and wail on CNN, let the sob go
forward unmasked, let it take over Disney World, let the sob caress
George Floyd’s dying words, Mama, Mama like the dearest and
deepest fish in the ocean, let the sob commandeer the wind turbines
here in central Michigan, let it shake and wobble in vast tremolos of
feeling from coast to coast and pole to pole, let its snot and tears
become a new veil to see through, let the sob be visionary and fierce,
let it break and banish every choke hold for the rest of eternity, let the
poetry of sob be in the demonstration of a little girl waving a mask
her mother made for her in the pink paisley of colors turning
pinwheels in the sun, let the sob be oracular and outpouring, a new
language unto itself shorn of vowels and consonants so it is just
primal howl, let it whisper and shudder and even laugh, let it turn into
pure gibberish, let it shake and topple the lies of facebook and twitter
and all social media so that screens go blank and blank and blank for
once, let the sob be as precise and delicate as a scalpel removing the
last millimeter of cancer from a woman’s uterus or a man’s left
testicle, let it be spilling over and uncontainable, a holy unstoppable
force, something not to reckon with but to ride out on the coat tails of
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history, a new electric slide of cosmic and shining tears light years
inside blinding us, let the sob and the very sound of sob fill us with
hope and heartbreak and foolishness, let the sob shake and wobble
inside our very hearts and livers, let the sob somehow, some way turn
into a miraculous light of compassion and more’s the pity retrofitted
for losing it in the temple and overturning the billboards and the
pipelines and the strip malls, let the sob finally come as whisper and
eyelash once more, let it drift into the aftermath of a new day
dawning, lilacs blooming in June, a prayer of nectar for the hummingbirds, the glory of each bright and brimming morning every day, a
smile in aisle nine of the grocery as the cornices of a home-made mask
turn up slightly in a covered grin because to shake a little bottle of
baby aspirin is a beat you can actually dance to, which we will and
which we do for no earthly reason at all but the secrete, private joy
that has no impetus or cause only that it is suddenly here so go to it
and sing.
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Helga Kidder
A Time As This
Knobby tips of the lilac tree wait patiently
for the next rain to open their eyes
while overhead clouds spill
as heaven’s power pushes down.
I listen to the language trees and shrubs
speak or the mountains proclaim,
of the creek rolling through
the neighborhood after a week’s rain.
I watch and listen through the windows,
bide time, mark off the calendar,
hear, learn, and repeat all the new words
like a parrot: Social distancing,
alone together, shelter-in-place.
As the future reclines in a chair,
the screen explains half-life –
difficult for the young who never knew
a time when they couldn’t leave the house
or buy their wishes.
I think of my German mother who raised
five children through six years of World War II,
when a loaf of bread and bone soup shared
and digging potatoes at night was the norm.
A time as this is easy for me when I play
Beethoven, each note’s tiny lobe dancing
on the lines or I read Rilke, words
transforming into a poem.
All the time to change fear into hope.
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John Brugaletta
Hidden Design
Is there order in this untamed world?
Not in garden borders, nor in clipped
resemblance of a rabbit or a dog,
but in the form the plant itself obeys.
For example, leaves around a stem
that rises through the center of the plant
will follow Fibonacci's theorem:
one and one and three, then five and eight.
There is some order that we do not see
because it's hidden from our eyes and minds
by wide adaptions to the climate zones.
But still we have not answered how
this neat arrangement settled in our plants.
Ingenious horticulturists did not
exist when plants evolved into themselves.
It's so precise, there must have been a mind.
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Trina Gaynon
Dhamma‑vinaya*
Between the youth resting, head on knee,
and the lotus-throned Enlightened One,
lies a path strewn with luggage resembling:
The hard-sided blue case my grandmother
gave me for high school graduation. I had
its key long after it went to Good Will,
The faux patent leather, black, folding bag
which arrived in New Orleans before I did
and sat in a pile of lost bags, waiting for me.
The ubiquitous black bag with soft sides, lost
in transfers between San Francisco, New York,
London, and Delhi. Inauspicious timing
that caused me to buy two silk shirts
in the hotel gift shop and a salwar kameez
at the clothing kiosk beyond the hotel walls.
Eventually my suitcase caught up to me,
Stripped of Godiva chocolates packed
for Christmas and New Year’s celebrations.
And then there’s the trunk in the garage
abandoned by my husband’s brother, useful
as a packing case in a move, generally empty.
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I hope Buddha learned to roll small items
and fold large ones on top. I hope he unpacked
between stops, rather than living out of a suit case,
until he understood that seeking balance
required only the robe he stood in, a begging bowl,
and the company of pilgrims to share his road.

*the Buddha's Path of Practice
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Nels Hanson
October Ferry to Gabriola
A biplane a giant boy’s new Christmas toy
with canary-yellow freshly painted stacked
wings and the royal blue glistening fuselage
hums past red asphalt roofs across brief sky
and a white half-moon and the ghostly blue
of its absent portion, a blurred half-circle’s
afterimage. Ivory one-winged plane bright
as any angel’s dazzling white appears then
disappearing an instant crossing pale moon
before vanishing in blue. I’d glanced from
a book or would have missed all three, two
flying for a field the shining know, waxing
third phase rising as the day wanes. Where
do wings gather, for what rescue or at last
some approaching reckoning? There’s no
knowing what we do or why, where things
end or how they weigh. “It’s only a white
hair in God’s black eyebrow,” the woman
assures her husband in Malcolm Lowry’s
unfinished novel. “Ah,” he sighs, “if only
it were so little,” before exclaiming, “Ah,
if only it were so much!” That’s from his
October Ferry to Gabriola, set in British
Columbia where he lived with his wife in
a squatter’s shack on the Bay of Georgia,
about houses that burn down and eviction
until the darkening waters of evening and
soft shoulders of an island, it is Gabriola
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where scarlet sparks rise in a fountain into
the early night, someone burning stumps
to clear a space to build a house, a lantern
swinging low above the ground and cattle
lowing, the dock and dark figures moving
across farther lights in the growing dusk.
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David James
My Sacred Scroll
“among our fragile, vanishing gifts”
from “Acolytes in the Bird-while” by Keith Taylor

my list is too long
to write down,
my blessings piled high in crates and boxes
that will never be strong
enough to hold.
they come and go, are lost and found,
blowing in and out of reach:
a sweet smile, a call from an old friend,
a lone cucumber, the sound
of your voice shining like gold,
walking a sandy beach
with grandkids, dodging waves
and laughing. I try my best
to keep these moments, to carve each
memory on some sacred scroll
in my brain, to catalogue and save
them all for the dark times
yet to come, but I can’t. they kiss
my forehead and are gone, like these days
washing over my grateful soul.
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Sherri Levine
Lilacs
Today, I don’t have to be kind. I don’t have to return
your phone calls, shower, comb my hair
When you ask, “Yes, she is still dying.”
In a quiet room, blanketed by light, a bouquet of lilacs
droop next to a bruised banana, glass of mango juice,
vanilla ice cream dripping from a spoon.
“Smell,” I gently tousle petals to her nose.
She shakes her head, turns away.
Her breath, now slow and strained
each kiss a whisper, a tiny puff of air
her mottled, frigid skin
wafts metallic
Eyes glassy and blue-green stare at my nose
“How did you get that bump on your face?”
Her knotted finger peruses its shape
I lift the mask to kiss
and kiss the part of her face I hope
she can still feel.
I stroke her moist hair,
“I am here, Mom. I am here.”
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Joan Mazza
Ghazal for Closed Beaches
In strange times, we fear dipping a toe in the water.
Afraid of infection, could we be dead in the water?
Look out from the shore toward the horizon. Look ahead
to the future. What can we see of sharks in the water?
We camped on weekends, kneeled in the dirt and washed
Melmac dishes at a spigot of cold water.
With gratitude, we came home to a basement apartment-a sink with hot and cold running water.
We want to go back to the way it was, to travel and socialize,
unable to step twice in the same water.
In dreams, I swim, my breathing a steady rhythm, no fear
of drowning or being sucked down in the water.
I miss the Atlantic, miss my Florida pool and hot tub, wish
to undo my tension, to float, blissed out, a raft on the water.
Who are we in the cosmos, in the ocean of life?
A speck, a grain of stardust, a drop in the water.
These times test us. We keep our heads above the surface.
Call me Joanie. Hold me, rock me on the water.
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Danuta Kosk-Kosicka
Kyoto Gardens
House. White paper screens
wide open. Gold maple, framed
in the window's eye.
From the threshold a view:
red droplets balanced
on the burning boughs
drip into the ancient pond.
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David Radavich
Upanishad
I am already eternal.
At least twice a day.
Sometimes more.
Then the world stops
and breath begins
and ends and sings
into silence.
Here I am the root,
the air, the golden abyss.
Only to be born again.
Again. Being forever
with everything
that ever was or is.
Like that—a painting
that never dies. Never dries.
You can see the colors
and hear the songs.
Every day is one day.
Every year one year.
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The same, the same.
Always different
in the difference.
So you live forever.
So I live forever.
We are together
and separate
now and evermore.
May light and dark
be everywhere.
Today.
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Steve Pollack
An Evening Hour
after our usual late dinner,
long June sun in no hurry
treetops golden, clouds pastel
pond sings backup
to baritone frogs, birds
solo on flights to feed
We stroll mowed paths
twice circle our tended acre
beneath towering trees
beside flowering beds,
petals fold in fading light
as we talk of this day
and the next,
pause to breathe
air playful as a dancer
sensuous fragrance,
summer’s confidence
In this landscape of love and labor
at moments to savor, we stoop
to pinch a spent bloom
or pull a weed,
these brief interruptions
bent like a twig,
chasing perfection
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Charlene Moskal
Haibun Trilogy
(for the biopic film, Black Honey)
I
We are the sticks in a stream caught between rocks as we reach
for each other; one by one we form clusters in the shape of myths.
We are the remnants broken from limbs, torn from roots along
the berms of time. We form life rafts that float on bitter laughter
towards a larger sea.
Shoulders touch shoulders
Smiles turn tender like bruises
Find comfort in song.
II
In the film the narrator said they had to poison their child on the day
he was born. There were no new children allowed so the mother and
father as one became murderers. The life blood was to congeal, stop,
dry to a tar-like consistency. It did. And so it staunched the wounds
and healed, leaving scars that echo never forget.
Birds fly into smoke
As dreams rise up from chimneys
No sound can be heard
III
We were told the sacred parchment scrolls lined their boots. Did
the dancing letters rise from their feet into the belly of the wolf? Was
the sound of each syllable of praise absorbed when the shadows of ink
rose into their conscience before the bullets, the gas, the fires?
Unaware, ignorant they trampled on holiness tucked under their
soles.
Shorn skin of the lamb
Written in the father’s blood
Keening sacred songs
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Charles Leggett
Day Trip to Whidbey Island
1. Chelan, from Mukilteo
Patches of blue
sky over rolling
waves, thin sheets
of foam over
rippling wavelets; shifty-eyed
seagulls; light on
water like butter’s
sheen on toast
before it sinks
and soaks in.

2. Clinton Beach
Desultory restlessness. First
statue: nascent sexuality
chiseled in greenish
bronze; curves sloped
like wrestlers’ thighs.
Sandy playpen’s fleet
of trucks. Another
statue: otters, mother
with kid—or
is the other
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statue a fond
abstraction of this?
Mother and child
embracing, eyes raised
upwards into cloud.

3.
Crab and cream
cheese fried wonton,
egg flower soup,
spicy Seabass stir-fry.
Buddhist Nature Sanctuary:
a prayer bell’s
warm, outstreaming clangings;
prayer wheel spinning
slower, slower, then,
without quite stopping
first, describing of
its own volition
a few stately
turns the opposite
direction, before coming
fully to rest.

4. The ferry back
Chelan again, hot
chocolate, floating leeward
two thirds lit
of a swank
and humble moon.
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Lois Edstrom
Ebey’s Landing
Whidbey Island
I come to the shore when demands of every day
grow heavy, float on waves of stillness,
calmed by rhythms of the sea.
The time between this and then —
a quiet moment when day fades into night,
or a clutch of seasons that span a lifetime.
I wait, standing on the edge
of the unknown — time salted with intensity,
serenity, hopefulness, uncertainty.
How to wait, yet capture the moment. How to
savor change, yet cling to the authenticity
of the fixed.
Is it longing for something beyond myself
that ripples deep within the mysterious
well of possibilities?
The poet says, Don’t try too hard. Just be.
Slow down the words. See how light
informs the sea, how it plays counterpoint
to the tide, and mountains ghost to the horizon.
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Suzanne S. Rancourt
Sediment of Memory
an orchard is revealed
a cloud of frost sweeps across the tin roof of a barn
contours the hollow
it dissipates
with the last calls of “C’om Boss”
you think you hear the way you think you see
the breath of God or a way of life
vaporized
I don’t go home often because of this
VSEPRed spirit must keep moving
before a canticle of bird takes up residence
in the comfort of what was
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Juleigh Howard-Hobson
What My Grandfather Said About Dirt
There’s nothing like digging the garden he
Said, each spade unearthing damp fists of clay
Clumped rock, each hole left behind to be
Filled with gypsum, compost, blood meal. He’d say
Soil is what we get, dirt is what we make
Of it. He’d say the best passageway for
Any plant is a hole dug where roots take
Nothing but goodness in. And then, before
You’d answer, he’d say that passageway has
To be made of dirt that’s like a piece of
Heaven, a relic of Eden that was
Dropped down here. He said the plant’s got to love
The ground it is growing in ... like a kiss
Planted where the magic of growing is.
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Jenny Bates
Ordinary Divinity
Lightning hangs from rafters in the belly of a thundercloud,
fumes with anticipation towards
the graceful curve of accipiter’s claw that plucks the landscape
making it audible.
Long swells of wind, down-timed like a cuckoo’s call
quick to s l o w
trade leaves as they soar, spiral, wheel crows through branches.
The storm seems sympathetic, calls a trip of goats close
and guarded to home with each step
passing secrets only patience can uncover and time can reveal.
Hairline cracks consume eons with a loud thump,
simplicity inevitable.
I find myself loving this long, slow resurrection of the wild things.
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Grey Held
Hospice
—i.m. Minnie Cansino Held (1923-2019)
Out the window the sun sets
like a cliché. Wind runs
its baffled hand over
everything—the darkening
azaleas, the circle of leaping
dolphins in the courtyard
fountain. Just me
and her impending
death sequestered. I watch
her grip go slack
in the blanket’s blur.
Oh, how her smooth
palm would gentle
my sick-day forehead,
stroke my hair. On Sabbath day,
sitting beside her in the pew,
I’d hold her hand
until the organ’s holy
drone had ended. How
can that be the same
hand I hold now?
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Grey Held
Seascape #43—Neonatal ICU
—for my son, Zachary
Our newborn has waded into his life,
reaching the island. He has no strength.
Meanwhile the tide inside him is rising.
Water’s held-in hoard stretching his skin
thin as a blimp that trails a banner—if he doesn’t
pee today, there’s nothing we can do.
I walk the shore at Noble’s Cove—one
desolate specimen of twisted driftwood
and a stranded fish that flails its fins.
I am cold, Lord. I wear the wind’s shawl.
My feet sink into prayer, which will
always end, Amen.
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John Laue
Walking in Hawaii
The road to Kona town is long.
I’m at the two and one half mile marker
but don’t aim to walk it all.
I stay on the shady side with traffic.
The shoulder’s wide and lets me trust
the drivers overtaking not to run me down.
People that pass me say “Hello”
or “Good Morning” or perhaps just “morning”,
(causing me to think of funerals).
I find walls to sit on and black lava blocks.
Some generous person even left a plastic chair
here by the roadside that I use.
I rest on it and count my breaths:
in one, out two, in three--- to ninety,
then commence the walk again.
Now here’s a little church
with an outdoor service in full swing,
loudspeaker blaring, “Turn to Chapter 7”.
People talk about a “Christian walk”.
I’m not a believer, so I flirt with an alternative:
Could mine be called a “Pagan walk?”
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No, that wouldn’t fit me either---too much in your face!
But I’ve mixed feelings about religions,
sometimes think we’d be better off without them.
Freud called them “the opiate of the masses”,
but that’s elitist, a stance that I decry
(I’m of the masses, and I’m not sedated).
The merest whiff of dogma seems to cause great ills,
yet people find much solace there,
so much they’d fight to keep their faiths.
Or do they only need an excuse to fight?
I never fight: my walk is calm and peaceful
no matter what it’s called.
I set small goals: go around this curve,
keep the pace until I have to rest again.
How like life, a longish road for most of us.
Now I approach the two mile marker.
When I make it to the stretch next to the sea,
I’ll cross the road, savor the salt air, return refreshed.
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Alessio Zanelli
Dear Old Beloved Padan Fog
Fümàna (fᵫ-mä-nä seems to be its best possible
English transcription, with the stress on the second syllable)
is the dialect word by which they call the fog where I live.
From föm (fəm), fumo in Italian, meaning smoke (but also fume).
The Po Plain wouldn't exist without it.
In the old days it used to be a constant—in wintertime—
and often showed as early as October or as late as April.
And it could be really dense, surly, virtually impenetrable,
but never really nasty. Only people acting foolishly
could render it wicked dangerous, even lethal.
Nowadays youth can barely recognize the likes of it.
My blood and nerves feel like missing it sometimes,
as if regretting its equalizing power, its discreet ubiquity.
Among all meteors, it's the only one sort of sentient,
I would dare say, the most politically correct.
I surely miss it now—I haven't got a clue why—
while sipping a Czech pilsner, sunk in a cushioned armchair,
an American poet's book open on my lap, in a silent conservatory.
Tired from a long hike, squinting at an unusually clear Yorkshire sky,
waiting for the heather to blossom over the moors up the hills.
A slightly staid, perfunctory sneer pictured on my face.
The mind on an errand a thousand miles away via the smartphone.
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Janet Barry
Spring Planting
at the back of Lowe’s Garden Center a rack discounts six-packs
a dollar and they are wilting
flowerless
overhead sparrows
embrace the rafters sing their babies free of shell and nest overhead
light filters a Garden Center blessing I am
enticed by lupine,
begonia, pom-pom marigolds I think
the blessing maybe isn’t
meant for those sorry petunias these broken coleus these chives so
thin they would be drowned in a bowl of vichyssoise the sparrows
have shit on every bird bath, lawn ornament, the seasonal workers
have worked their shifts perfected their sales Miracle-Gro and shrubs
perennials and portulaca wire cages guaranteed to save summer’s
gaudy peonies from their top-heavy regrets I think it is probably
too late for these scrawny little bargain plants pot-bound roots and
earth dry veins dreams of flower-heads and bees forgotten
best
to just let them be
starved in their plastic cells
somehow
transferred to my cart along with a bag of dried manure
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Lisa Zimmerman
One Way to Pray
When I first wake I try to remember to ask God to help me where
I need it the most. Since I don’t know where I need it the most I let the
kid inside me step forward. She couldn’t trust her own parents but
horses brushed their large soft lips against the top of her shoulder
and that made other love possible. There was the lift of breath to see
an ocean of yellow tulips flow across a field in Holland, and the sturdy
blue bike she could depend on to take her through damp woods to the
village beyond the sad brick house in Belgium. It was an easy kilometer on a dirt path to the corner shop with its striped awning and the
woman with black hair swept into a bun smiled as she handed her the
cherry pastry in its crackly paper sack. How she sat on the warm
earth to eat it, the sun a sift of gold smoke though tree branches,
invisible songbirds whistling their jubilant praise above her head.
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Tamra Plotnick
Prayer to Release the Particular
Sun sets
over traffic haze
in Brooklyn
Barcelona
Bangkok
Bahia
Sky spills
pastel and black
through factory gullies
garages
mountains
Trust
night comes
to lay
on any landscape
Rest
your head
with the horizon
Let
no thought poke particular
beyond
the parting
day
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Karen Sharpe
Praying Can Be Anything
Praying can be a pile
of roadside stones, beseeching.
The quicksand sorrow invokes.
The hemlock across the lake,
supplicant in thin-needled halo light.
It doesn’t have to be
text, wafer, or baptism,
two hands pressed, rosary clicking.
Witness silver morning light
polish the pandemic sky,
The great blue heron
keyholing the elaborate blue,
The near perfect rumor
of waning snow, crusted,
The surety of this late winter light,
however stretched and thin.
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Edward Supranowicz
Morning as Prayer
Baptized by the valley mist
That rises just before
Morning breaks and darkness ends,
I pray in the empty spaces
And the holy emptiness that is
Always around us and waiting.
Countless accidents have brought me here,
But I have no other place to be.
And the air is crisp and sweet.
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Carolyn Kreiter-Foronda
A Bonfire’s Lure
I will never speak about nature
without hearing your voice
capture its spiritual aura.
I will never witness adoration
as I do in the eyes of so many
who called you a devoted friend.
You were a mentor, a leader
surviving like a redwood tree,
your life nourished by wind
stoking a summer fire,
by the ancient Muse
threading through flames.
I will never see a bonfire
without feeling your soul
come alive in the tranquil dark.
You claimed your family
like a chorus of stars.
Who can forget your voice,
resonant as the birth of day,
holding on to the miracle
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of a sacred space? A country
lake or a garden replenished
you with the silence you longed
for after a long workday.
With the solace that glorified
you in the hour of passing,
we will keep your stories alive.
We will be your shadow
soaring into the luminous night
from the warmth of an outdoor fire.
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William Joel
Sonnet of Things That Pass
A second inches forward past the one
that came before, then takes a breath and sighs,
and settles back to rest; its work is done;
its time so short it has no time to cry.
A leaf regards the tree from which it fell,
then drifts along with those that fell before;
so much alike, you’d find it hard to tell
which one fell last and which fell first for sure.
A stream receives each drop of rain the clouds
release when squeezed; they mix, comingle, merge
into a single flow that races proud;
a force that builds and builds into a surge.
And you and I are far past young; those days
are lost; we laughed and gave them all away.
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Kate Falvey
Teresian Wells II: Artifice and Avarice
So now I'm being greedy in my grief,
stagy, overwrought, recalcitrant, a mess,
kicking away my blessings with a
histrionic zest. There isn't any
purity or rest. All my fooled, impacted
years run amuck and test my inclination
for the past -- its mournful insufficiencies,
my current hoard of wrath -- escapist fare,
but never-ending in its emptiness,
its sputterings of bile and gall quite tasty
in their plenitude. I can recall
my mongrel faith from where it gutters,
soaked and starved, in the hurly burly dark,
and ask it please to heal. After all, it may
be real. And if not, the practiced old dog might still
leap through these yearning rings of tired fire
and somehow do the death-defying trick.
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Jane Ellen Glasser
Laurel Wood Cabin, Chesley Creek Farm
Set in a cluster of laurels halfway up
Brokenback Mountain, fashioned of roughhewn pine, weathered by fifteen winters
of snow, the cabin is cousin to these woods
I walk to find myself in the metrics of bird
song, the gifts of lilies and lady slippers.
This morning as the path climbed, I spied
a blue jay sounding his name j-a-a-y
from a yellow poplar, a red spider scribbling
the dirt, a rabbit sprinting from a flame azalea.
Coming down, I caught a doe by the creek
watching me. New on her feet, her legs
splayed out like a busted card table.
At dusk I sat on the wraparound porch
with a glass of merlot as trees melted
into the greater darkness and a sawing chirr
lifted from the grass. The ancient Romans
believed night’s draft toxic. I breathed in
the mountain air as if it could purify my life.
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Michele Mekel
Where Wild Things Roam
On fur and on feathers,
On paws and on wings,
Totem medicine whispers to the soul—
of cycles,
of wisdom,
of walking in the world.
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